
How can I browse for or order a book from 

Opus?

You can search our Print on Demand database 
on our website  or search the database at www.
ondemandbooks.com. Orders can be placed through 
the website, by calling the store, or in person. Please 
email us at Opus@politics-prose.com, or call us at 
(202) 364-1919.

If you find a title and would like to know if it can be 
printed on Opus and what the cost would be, simply 
email us at Opus@politics-prose.com

How does it work?

Opus starts with PDF files provided by the • 
author, publisher or another content aggregator.
The PDF files are either downloaded from the • 
machine’s database or uploaded in the store.
The book interior pages are printed in black and • 
white.
Simultaneously, the cover is printed by a full-• 
color inkjet printer.
The interior pages and the cover are bound • 
together using cool-bind glue.
The book is trimmed down to size; then it slides • 
out the chute, ready to be read.

What types of books can Politics and Prose 

print?

Opus can print three different types of books:• 

In-print, in-copyright books made available by • 
publishers. These books will look and cost the 
same as if you’d pulled a copy off the shelf.
Public Domain (out-of-copyright) books that • 
have been scanned to produce PDFs. Many 
books have been digitized for archival purposes, 
and we can use the resulting files to print 
facsimile paperbacks. The resulting book will 
contain everything that was in the scan (library 
markings, notes, etc.). Public domain books 
print with a generic cover that varies depending 
on the source of the book.
Custom Printing/Self-Published books. These are • 
books uploaded by authors who want to print 
their own work. Authors can use the machine to 
print and sell their work or to print their books 
for personal use. Authors can design their own 
cover using one of our store templates. 

How much do books printed on Opus cost?

The price depends on where the book came from. If it is an in-copyright title available from the publisher, the 
publisher sets the list price. The book will cost the same as buying it off the shelf. If the book is a title in the 
public domain, the price varies.

The prices of self-published books are determined by the author.

Can I print my book on Opus? How much would that cost? 

Yes, you can print your book on Opus! Please see our self-publishing guidelines/pricing guide. Prices vary by 
page count and formatting requirements. 

Why choose Politics and Prose for my Self-Publishing Project?

When you print your book with Opus, you, the author, retain complete control over the process. There are no 
minimums and no large upfront expenses. You can print as many books as you need now, with the option of 
ordering more in the future. You retain all rights to your book, including non-exclusive distribution rights, and 
modifications to your book are possible for a small fee. You set the sales price of your book, if you choose to sell it.

Further, by choosing Politics and Prose, you are supporting a local business that enriches the community, pays 
city taxes and provides a forum for civic discourse.  You will also be dealing with us personally, not a faceless 
website or corporation, and we will make every effort to provide the help you need to see your project through 
to a successful conclusion.

What if I still have questions?

No problem. For answers, please email Opus@
politics-prose.com, or make an appointment to 
speak to David or Bill.  Thank You! 

Politics & Prose
(202) 364-1919
(800) 722-0790

(202) 966-7532 (fax)

www.politics-prose.com



Opus
Real books in real time

P&P’s new 
printing machine

INTRODUCING OPUS

Who or what is Opus?

Opus is Politics and Prose’s new book-making 
machine. Developed by On Demand Books (www.
ondemandbooks.com) and distributed in a partnership 
with Xerox, the machine uses digital files to produce 
a high-quality paperback book in minutes. With it, 
customers can access millions of out-of-print books or 
publish their own manuscripts. 

Where is it? Can I see it?

Opus is located in the Fiction Room of Politics and 
Prose, near the front window. We’d love to have you 
come and visit. You can call, email, or stop by to set up 
an appointment with a staff member to discuss your 
project, or just drop in to see the machine in action. 

How long does it take to print a book?

Between five to ten minutes for most books. Some 
books are ready in less than four minutes!


